Introducing forensic health services research.
Financial fraud and abuse are rampant within our healthcare system. Recent estimates suggest that $68 to $234 billion is lost to fraud annually. Despite numerous efforts, current strategies have met with limited success in preventing and remediating this practice. Why have we not been better able to tackle this problem? Current strategies aimed at preventing healthcare fraud and abuse fail to appreciate the spectrum that lies between clinically appropriate care and fraudulent practice. This oversight is critical, as what may be fitting treatment in one setting may just as easily be fraudulent in another. Therefore, in order to untangle the web of fraud and abuse, novel techniques and engagement of physicians who best understand these nuances are necessary. In this commentary, we introduce "forensic health services research," an extension of this scientific discipline that can best identify wasteful and fraudulent expenditure. The use of health services research in this fashion is not only synergistic with ongoing efforts, but greatly enhances current approaches. Despite the promise of this endeavor, important policy changes are needed to nurture this novel niche. We review these challenges and outline a path to move forward using this platform.